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Handling media contacts and interviews 
 

Traditional press work remains a hefty chunk of the PR task, and for some organizations it’s 

also the most daunting.  It really is possible to build a win-win rapport with journalists, but 

it’s crucial to know how to go about it.  Just ‘winging it’ can be dangerous.  

The journalists you’re most interested in are reporters from newspapers, magazines, news 

and aggregator websites, blogs and TV channels.  Actually, in this age of twitter, any 

individual can build a following and reach similar to a reporter, so social media is also an 

important part of PR. But this sheet concentrates specifically on dealing with journalists:   

 

Establish a relationship and understand journalist priorities.  Your ultimate goal is for 

journalists to see you as a resource who can actually help them.  Return their phone calls 

promptly, and provide any information you think they might find useful.  Also understand 

that many are working to tight deadlines, so a quick turnaround is vital.  

 

Learn what kind of stories they write or produce.  This way, you can actually suggest 

stories to them, cross-referencing developments in your organization with their interests. 

 

Preparing for an interview 
 

If a journalist approaches you for an interview, or asks for one with a senior staff member: 

Ask the purpose of the interview and what topics they intend to cover.  

Determine how it will be used, and in which media is it likely to run. 

Ask for the questions in advance. Most but not all journalists will provide them up front. 

Either way, make your own list of all the hard questions you think they might ask. 

Clearly define your own message, and then draw up answers to the likely questions. 

But do it in a way that reinforces that messaging.  Also, prepare replies to casual questions 

like ‘aww, but what do you really think?’   

Rehearse your answers in role-play with a team member.  This is a great way for you to 

practice the actual flow of an interview. Use it to get your facts and answers down by heart! 

Always remain aware that: 

 Anything you communicate by e-mail or in writing might end up in print. 

 Anything you say might be quoted. Don’t go ‘off the record’ – there’s no agreement 

about what this even means. It’s safest to assume that you’re always on the record. 

 Neither you nor your CEO can expect approval over the final story. However you can 

offer to ‘fact check’ the final article. This suggests helpfulness, not oversight. 
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During an interview: 
 

Do 

 Relax (to the extent possible), sit 

still, smile, be open and friendly.  

 Remember the interviewer’s name, 

with eye contact from time to time. 

 Give brief, clear answers that you 

have rehearsed with your team 

beforehand. Reply to the question 

and then stop and smile; there’s 

no need to fill time.  

 To avoid a difficult question, make 

a bland statement instead. ‘Hmm, 

yes the issue is difficult.’  

 Stay cool under fire. Their job is to 

ask questions, yours is to answer.  

It’s almost never meant personally. 

Do not 
 Shift in your seat a lot, especially in 

on-camera interviews.   

 Look bored or distracted, or let 

your shyness overcome you.  

 Waffle on with your answers just 

to fill the time.  Journalists love 

this; it often opens the door to 

unconsidered statements you 

could end up regretting later. 

 Say ‘no comment’.  This is not the 

way to dodge a bullet; quite the 

opposite. It screams guilt. 

 Lose your cool. This will just shift 

the story to an analysis (and 

rehash) of your angry reaction. 

 

Techniques to expect from journalists 
 

Journalists have a job to do, and so do you. Consider it a dance, and expect these moves: 

Questioning your statements:  How do you know that?  Do you have proof? 

Digging for more details or insight:  Do you have any examples?  What circumstances led 

to this event?  Who played a role here?  Who is to blame?  

Appealing to you personally:  What is your background, or how did you grow up?  Who is 

your inspiration?  Where will you be five years from now?  And - what do you really think?   

 
If you think it might be hostile . . . 
 

Journalists generally don’t have an interest in making enemies. If you do feel threatened, 

there are a few precautions you can take, but know that these also risk creating hostility: 

 Limit the timeslot, pleading a busy schedule. 15 minutes is the absolute minimum. 

 Record the interview, and tell them you are doing so, with the device clearly visible. 

 Pre-arrange a signal to your own team that will trigger your being called away. 
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